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Abstract: The acoustic environment has been pointed out as a possible distractor during student
activities in the online academic modality; however, it has not been specifically studied, nor has it
been studied in relation to parameters frequently used in academic-quality evaluations. The objective
of this study is to characterize the acoustic environment and relate it to students’ satisfaction with the
online learning modality. For that, three artificial neural networks were calculated, using as target
variables the students’ satisfaction and the noise interference with autonomous and synchronous
activities, using acoustic variables as predictors. The data were obtained during the COVID-19
lockdown, through an online survey addressed to the students of the Universidad de Las Américas
(Quito, Ecuador). Results show that the noise interference with comprehensive reading or with
making exams and that the frequency of noises, which made the students lose track of the lesson,
were relevant factors for students’ satisfaction. The perceived loudness also had a remarkable
influence on engaging in autonomous and synchronous activities. The performance of the models on
students’ satisfaction and on the noise interference with autonomous and synchronous activities was
satisfactory given that it was built only with acoustic variables, with correlation coefficients of 0.567,
0.853, and 0.865, respectively.

Keywords: online education; indoor acoustic environment; students’ satisfaction; indoor soundscapes

1. Introduction

Distance education can be defined as an educational modality that “provides access to
learning when the information source and the learners are separated by time and distance,
or both” [1]. As early as 1728, there is evidence of the first distance education initiatives
in the Boston Gazette of New England [2,3]; since then, technological advances, marked
by the development of postal services (c. XVIII) and the emergence of electronic media
(c. XX) [4,5] have favoured the evolution of distance education. However, it was not until
1969 that the British Open University became the first academic institution in the world
to award university degrees for distance education, offering fully developed programmes
based on new media and systematic assessment [2,6]. The first university to offer this type
of study in Latin America was the Universidad Técnica Particular of Loja (Ecuador) in
1976 [7,8]. Subsequent advances in information and communication technology (ICT) led
to the foundation in 1995 of the Universitat Oberta of Catalunya (Spain), which became the
world’s first online university.

The space-time dynamics of online education allow the development of educational
practices through digital resources, which have added specific didactic elements to univer-
sity learning, such as non-face-to-face contact between teachers and students, or space and
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time flexibility to study and teach. However, there are many aspects of the environment
that surround the student in online education that differ greatly from that of traditional
classrooms, such as the acoustic environment. ISO 12913 defines the acoustic environment
as the “sound at the receiver from all sound sources as modified by the environment” [9].

The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends that in order to hear and under-
stand messages broadcasted in educational settings, the background noise level should not
exceed 35 dBA [10]. Various studies conclude that in most classrooms designed specifically
for teaching, the average background noise level exceeds the WHO recommendations and
therefore compromises the ability of students to listen to the teacher [11,12]. This effect
is probably more accentuated at home, where there are numerous noise sources that far
exceed the WHO recommended noise levels (e.g., TV, radio, or household appliances).

The exposure to high noise levels affects not only students’ learning [13] and reading
ability [14,15] but also their motivation [16,17] and their degree of annoyance [18]. Com-
bined effects of different noise sources to which students have been exposed throughout
their lives (e.g., noisy toys, video games, or sound reproduction equipment) may damage
their auditory system, making them susceptible to experiencing learning problems. In fact,
a recent study shows that more than 40% of adolescents report tinnitus (a symptom of
damage to the peripheral auditory system, for which there is currently no cure), so their
ability to understand acoustic messages is reduced [19]. These acoustic problems especially
affect those with some type of adaptation problem, with hearing difficulties or with a native
language that does not coincide with that of their place of residence [20,21].

During the COVID-19 lockdown, the online learning situation had nuances of a differ-
ent nature than those of the traditional online modality [22]. Furthermore, the students had
not chosen this type of education, but rather, it was imposed by lockdown circumstances.
Therefore, some students had to attend lessons in places not adapted for learning and with
unsuitable means. Synchronous activities led to simultaneity problems (e.g., the internet
network or shared rooms) when there was more than one student at home or when other
family members worked online. In most cases, synchronous activities occurred while all
the family members (younger siblings, parents, and elderly dependents) were at home
engaging in different activities, leading to distractions that even further hinder the learning
processes. Fluidity issues of the internet service and the massive connections at the same
time also led to difficulties in connectivity that made communication difficult. Most of the
mentioned situations created high background noise that did not contribute to an appropri-
ate acoustic environment for developing academic activities or affected the communication
channels between student and teacher, in which sound plays an important role.

Given the growing interest in online learning, many organizations have taken advan-
tage of these months of forced confinement to assess the degree of student satisfaction
with this learning system, intending to launch future platforms that follow this modal-
ity. This concern is not new, in that numerous studies have evaluated the influence of
different factors on the degree of satisfaction with online teaching [23–26]. Course design
and structure [27], subject matter [28], learner–content interaction (LCI), learner–instructor
interaction (LII) [24], workload, technological support, pedagogical skills [29,30], and a
set of “achievement emotions” [25] are some of the many proposed factors found in the
literature concerning student satisfaction. Hence, the conceptualization of student satis-
faction has been studied mainly at the interface between the student and the system that
provides the online service. The impact of noise sources in the student surroundings is not
well explored as a relevant factor in such research; however, notions concerning students’
experiences, such as concentration challenges [31], obstacles to completing tasks [32], and
distractions [33,34], among others [33,35], show recurrent mentions of environmental noise
as a common interfering disturbance.

In recent times, more and more researchers have been addressing the prediction of
variables using a data-driven approach. The machine-learning-based algorithms allow
us to guide the simulation and the decision-making process by using the data collected
in survey campaigns. In this context, artificial neural networks (ANNs) offer the tools
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to extract knowledge useful for different disciplines; for instance, in acoustics, they have
been used to remove noise from speech signals [36], to categorize the outdoor acoustic
environment [37,38], and to predict urban noise [39] or soundscape conditions [40]. In the
education field, they have been used to predict students’ performance [41] or their degree
of satisfaction [42] with the online learning modality. However, studies that apply ANNs
to predict students’ satisfaction with online academic environments on the basis of the
acoustic environment at home have not been found.

The objective of this study was to evaluate the influence of the acoustic environment
at home on students’ satisfaction with the online learning modality. For that, three artificial
neural networks models were calculated by using perceived acoustic factors as explanatory
variables. The first model was developed to predict students’ satisfaction with the online
learning modality. The other two models were calculated to measure the role of the
acoustic variables on the interference with synchronous activities (those activities that occur
when students and teachers interact in real time and at the same time; consequently, both
must meet online) and autonomous activities (those that students carry out by their own
means, without simultaneous interaction with the teaching staff) (Figure 1). The data were
collected during the period of confinement owing to the COVID-19 disease, through a
survey addressed to the students of the Universidad de Las Américas in Quito, Ecuador.
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2. Materials and Methods

To evaluate the influence of the acoustic environment at the students’ homes, an
online survey was carried out. Subsequently, the following data analyses were performed:
descriptive statistics, features selection methods, ANNs, and the relative importance of the
variables used for the ANNs.

2.1. Online Survey: Description and Questionnaire Design

The online survey was carried out during part of January and February 2021 and
was open to the students’ participation for 20 days. The questionnaire was developed in
Microsoft Forms and could be responded to only by the students of the Universidad de
Las Américas, in Quito, Ecuador, as only they had access to the inner university network
of Microsoft. The questionnaire was addressed to students enrolled in undergraduate or
master’s courses of all the academic disciplines offered by the Universidad de Las Américas.
Several emails were sent requesting the students’ participation with a link that gave them
access to the survey. Once started, the student could go on with the questionnaire only if
they had answered all the previous questions. The platform registered the responses of only
those students who had finished the whole questionnaire. To guarantee the confidentiality
of the participants, the answers to the survey were managed by the Department of Informa-
tion Intelligence of the Universidad de Las Américas, which codified the responses of each
participant through a number and hid their email addresses. A total of 2477 participants
finished the survey.
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The online survey contained general questions about personal data (age, gender, and
current semester—the semester in which the survey was conducted), questions about
the acoustic environment, and one question about students’ satisfaction with the online
learning method (Q1). Except for age, which was open-ended, all the other questions used
in the present study were closed, single-choice type. The question about age allowed only
numeric input. Because the number of semesters of different disciplines differs and because
students might take subjects from different levels, we divided the possible responses to
the question about the current semester into three categories, namely initial, intermediate,
and final; this allowed students to self-classify. Table A1 (Appendix A) summarizes the
questions about students’ satisfaction and the acoustic environment at home with their
possible responses; it also shows the correspondence between the question and the acronym
of the variables analysed in the present study. The questions about the acoustic environment
were related to the perceived loudness of the sound sources (Q2), the interference of the
sound sources in autonomous (Q3) and synchronous activities (Q4), the frequency of issues
during synchronous activities related to sounds (Q5), the noise interference in specific
autonomous tasks (Q6), the noise’s provenance (Q7), the general noise interference in
autonomous and synchronous tasks (Q8), the frequency of noise connection problems (Q9),
the ability of the student to endure noise (Q10), and the order of interference with academic
activities (from a list of 5 factors) within the acoustic environment (Q11).

The answers to the questions on the acoustic environment and students’ satisfaction
were presented on Likert scales of 5, 6, and 7 points. For some questions, the activities
covered by the survey were divided into synchronous and autonomous.

The exclusion criteria were the lack of response to any of the questions of the study
(because of a possible web-platform issue), and an ambiguous response to the age question.
According to these criteria, no responses of any participant were discarded.

2.2. Data Analysis

The workflow of the statistical analysis is shown in Figure 2.
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Descriptive statistical analysis was performed to characterize the sample and better
understand the behaviour of the variables; in particular, the relative frequency and mea-
sures of central tendency (median and mode) and position were calculated. Age, gender,
semester, and the target features (SAT_ONLINE, INT_SYNCH and INT_AUTO) were the
variables used. As age was split into groups, the descriptive analysis was applied only to
ordinal and nominal variables.
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Although it might be thought that it is important to have as many variables as possible
to calculate predictive models, we would risk using redundant data or data that do not
provide relevant information, which can lead to a loss of model efficiency [43]. That is
why feature-selection methods are frequently used before carrying out machine-learning-
based models, for example to predict disease risk [44,45], wind speed [46], and soundscape
quality [47] or to classify text [48] or images [49]. As we have a high number of explanatory
variables, and in order to avoid the risks previously mentioned, two feature-selection
methods were tested: (1) a filter method (minimum redundancy, maximum relevance—
mRMR) and (2) a wrapper method (Boruta). The embedded methods were not tested, as
the feature-selection algorithm is integrated as part of the learning algorithm [50], and we
preferred to use ANN models in an independent step, to more easily control the network
configuration and its output.

(1) The filter methods perform a selection of features independently of the learning
algorithm that will be used. These methods carry out a classification utilizing a
function that after evaluating each feature, assigns them a value that is used to
order the variables and to set a threshold to eliminate those of less relevance [51].
Among the different filter models, we chose the mRMR method because it measures,
using two algorithms, not only the mutual information between the variable and the
response (“maximum relevance” algorithm) but also the mutual information between
the predictors (“minimum redundancy” algorithm). Other reasons for choosing the
mRMR method are its low computational time and its better generalizability compared
with other feature-selection methods. However, control over the number of features
selected depends on the settings stablished by the user. For this study, the mRMRe
package of R was used [52].

(2) Wrapper methods, unlike filter methods, extract a subset of variables that obtain
the best possible fit with a given algorithm [53,54]. Boruta is a wrapper method
that uses random forest as the underlying algorithm. The method generates in each
iteration a series of shadow variables from the predictors, copying each of them
and permuting the elements of each new column with each other. In this way, the
variables do not compete with each other but rather with a random version of them
(shadow). Once the Boruta model has been fitted, the relative importance of each
variable is calculated and three groups of variables are defined: confirmed important,
confirmed unimportant, and tentative variables (those for which the algorithm was
not able to arrive at a conclusion about their importance) [55]. The Boruta package of
R Software [55,56] was chosen among other wrapper methods because it is capable
of capturing nonlinear relationships between variables and allows for increasing the
number of iterations to obtain better results. Another advantage of the model is that
it indicates the most appropriate number of variables to get good performance from
the prediction models. Among the drawbacks, it needs hyperparameter tuning to
improve the results and consequently requires more computational time than filter
methods do. It can also lead to overfitting the models [50,57].

For each feature-selection method, the target variables were SAT_ONLINE, INT_SYNCH
and INT_AUTO (separately considered). For the SAT_ONLINE model, the explanatory
data were the variables from the acoustic environment corresponding to questions 2 to
11 of Table A1. For both the INT_SYNCH and SYNCH_AUTO models, the explanatory
variables corresponded to questions 2 to 7 and 9 to 11. The input data (ordinal variables)
were standardized before applying the feature-selection methods to transform the variables
measured on a common scale.

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are mathematical models inspired by the biological
behaviour of neurons and the structure of the brain. Simulating the behaviour of real
neurons involves a high level of abstraction. In an ANN, there are input variables, which
are multiplied by random values (weights); a mathematical function is applied to this
set, which determines whether the neuron is activated. Subsequently, another function
calculates the output of the neural network. Consequently, ANNs are composed of groups
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of input, hidden, and output layers [58,59]. The value of the weight that is initially assigned
to the neuron determines the strength with which the neuron is computed. Iteratively
adjusting the values of the weights, the output of the network is obtained, which must
be an approximation of the target variable. This process of the iterative modification of
the weights is called learning or training the network. In this study feedforward artifi-
cial neural network models (multilayer perceptron—MLP) were calculated using the R
package “neuralnet” [60].

Three sets of input variables were used to calculate the ANN models for each target
variable (SAT_ONLINE, INT_SYNCH and INT_AUTO). Two of these sets were selected
by the mRMR and Boruta methods. As Boruta selected a high number of variables, an
additional set was built with the same number of variables chosen by the mRMR but
composed of the first variables of Boruta (in decreasing order of relative importance), in
order to compare the results of both methods. Henceforth, this set of variables will be
called “reduced Boruta”.

The relative importance of the input variables used for building the ANN was evalu-
ated by applying the Olden et al. method [61], as it helps to understand the contribution of
each variable in the conformation of the model.

3. Results
3.1. Descriptive statistics

The sample consisted of 1371 women (55.3%), 1103 men (44.5%), and 3 uncategorized-
genre students (0.12%). The mean age was 21.9 years old (standard deviation ±4.2), with a
minimum of 17 and a maximum of 68; 85.1% of the subjects were under 25 years old, 11.4%
were between 25 and 30, and only 3.5% of the sample were over 30. The ‘current semester’
of most students (41.8%) corresponded to ‘intermediate’, while ‘initial’ and ‘final’ levels
were pretty even at 29.9% and 28.3%, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of the appraisals given to the students’ satisfaction
with the online learning method, within each ‘current semester’ (or semester in which the
survey was conducted), split by ‘gender’ and ‘age’ ranks. The appraisals were given in a
7 points Likert’s scale (bipolar), from ‘1-very unsatisfied’ to ‘7-very satisfied’.
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For the ‘Female-<25′ group, the first, second, and third quartiles are equal and do
not depend on the semester that they were enrolled in, which is repeated when the whole
‘Female’ group is considered; furthermore, the scores present a symmetric distribution.
For the ‘Initial-Female-25–30′ and ‘Intermediate-Female-25–30′ subgroups, however, the
distributions are positively skewed. According to the median values, and evaluating the
percentages, more female students between 25 and 30 are satisfied than indifferent or
unsatisfied. Nearly the same is true for the ‘Female->30′ group, in which median values
are ≥5 for all the semesters.

The median scores of the ‘Male’ groups ≥ 25 years old are ≥5, which means that most
students are satisfied with the online learning method (which is the same in the female
groups for the same ages).

The satisfaction scores of ‘All’ the students under 25 years old show a similar dis-
tribution for the ‘Initial’ and ‘Final’ semesters: the first and third quartiles have 3 and 5
respectively. The interquartile range was IQR = 2. For the ‘Intermediate < 25′ students,
however, the distribution is negatively skewed. This trend of the ‘Intermediate-<25′ group
seems to be marked by the scores of the ‘Male-Intermediate-<25′ subgroup, which shows
the same distribution. The median scores of ‘All’ the students ≥25 years old are ≥5, which
is the same for male participants ≥ 25.

When evaluating the group ‘All-All’ (without splitting by gender or age), we can
appreciate a symmetric distribution, following the trend of the ‘Female-All’ group.

The evaluation of the percentages of responses of each semester, for all ages and
genders, indicates that ‘Satisfaction’ (scores > 4) is slightly higher for the ‘Initial’ and ‘Final’
categories, whereas the percentage of ‘Unsatisfied’ (scores < 4) and ‘Satisfied’ students in
the ‘Intermediate’ level is very similar (the difference is merely 0.04%).

Figure 4 displays the distribution of the appraisals given to the degree of interference
of five noise sources (‘Animals’, ‘Music’, ‘Traffic’, ‘TV/Radio/Household Appliances’,
and ‘Voices’) over autonomous and synchronous activities, according to the ‘kind of noise
sources’ and the ‘current semester’. The responses were given on a 6-point Likert scale
(unipolar), where ‘0-I did not hear them’, ‘1-They did not interfere’, and ‘5-Extremely’.
We should emphasize the highly similar distributions between both types of academic
activities and among all the ‘current semester’ categories; for example, the distributions on
the degree of interferences in autonomous and synchronous activities are the same for the
sound sources ‘Animals’ and ‘TV/Radio/Household Appliances’. Hence, for the whole
sample of these variables, the scores vary with an interquartile range, IQR = 2, between
appraisals 1 and 3 with a median of 2.

For music as a source of interference, the plot shows that scores vary in the same
manner for all categories of the ‘current semester’ and each of the academic activities, with
an IQR = 2—except for the subgroup ‘Music-Final-Synch’, which exhibits less variance
(IQR = 1.2). However, in all cases, the distribution is positively skewed, with median and
first quartile in the noninterference scores.

The perceived interference of ‘Traffic’ during academic activities spread more widely
within the scale than the previous variables did, for all subgroups under examination
(IQR = 3). For that noise source, positive skewness is evident in the group ‘Traffic-Auto’
for all the semesters, mainly because the percentage of scores with the minimum possible
valuation (0-I did not hear them’) is at least 25%. For instance, the proportion of 0 scores
within the whole sample is 35.8% for autonomous activities and 31.0% for synchronous
activities, and the situation is similar for all categories of ‘current semester’. Finally,
although the first quartile is equal to the minimum score, the central tendency for the
subgroup ‘Traffic-Intermediate-Synch’ is higher (with median = 2) than that of the rest
(median = 1); this distribution can also be observed when factoring in the whole sample.
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(‘Animals’, ‘Music’, ‘Traffic’, ‘TV/Radio/Household Appliances’, and ‘Voices’) with regard to stu-
dents’ engaging in autonomous (Auto) and synchronous (Synch) activities, split by the ‘current
semester’ (semester in which the survey was conducted).

3.2. Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance Feature-Selection Method

The topology of the ensemble tree of the mRMR feature-selection method was set
with 4 levels and 2 children for each element. For that, a vector of type integer containing
the number of children of each element at each level of the resulting network tree is
generated. The combined configuration of the levels and children affects the number
of variables selected by the mRMR method. These settings were applied to the three
dependent variables under study.

The variables selected for each model have been included in Table 1, together with the
score calculated with the mRMR package. The score is the mutual information between
the target and the predictor evaluated, minus the average mutual information of the
previously selected predictors and this predictor. Consequently, negative scores mean that
the average mutual information of the evaluated predictor with other predictors is higher
than the mutual information with the target. The output of the mRMR was composed
of 7 independent variables for the model of students’ satisfaction, 8 for the model of the
noise interference with autonomous activities, and 6 for the model of the interference with
synchronous activities.

Common selected features for the models of INT_AUTO and INT_SYNCH: the interfer-
ence of noise coming from inside (N_INSIDE; Score_Auto = 0.3398, Score_Synch = 0.3906)
and outside (N_OUTSIDE; Score_Auto = 0.1791, Score_Synch = 0.1685) are features re-
lated to the provenance of the noise, selected for both models. This was the same for the
perceived loudness of voices (LOUD_VOI; Score_Auto = 0.2408, Score_Synch = 0.2644),
TV/radio/home appliances (LOUD_TV; Score_Auto = 0.1885, Score_Synch = 0.1836), and
traffic (LOUD_TRA; Score_Auto = 0.0443, Score_Synch = 0.0436).
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Table 1. Selected features with the mRMR method for the models of students’ satisfaction with online
learning (Satisfaction; SAT_ONLINE) and the models for the interference of noise with autonomous
(Auto; INT_AUTO) and synchronous (Synch; INT_SYNCH) academic activities. The score of each
variable is also shown. The meanings of the acronyms of the selected variables are shown in Table A1.

Satisfaction Score Auto Score Synch Score

SYNCH_THR 0.0600 N_INSIDE 0.3398 N_INSIDE 0.3906
SYNCH_ATT 0.0514 LOUD_VOI 0.2408 LOUD_VOI 0.2644
AUTO_COM 0.0513 LOUD_TV 0.1885 SYNCH_THR 0.1956
AUTO_EXA 0.0507 N_OUTSIDE 0.1791 LOUD_TV 0.1836
ORDER_IN_2 0.0010 AUTO_EXA 0.0518 N_OUTSIDE 0.1685
INTER_AUDIO −0.0001 LOUD_TRA 0.0443 LOUD_TRA 0.0436
ENDURE_NOI −0.0007 AUTO_WRI 0.0295

LOUD_ANI 0.0289

Features selected only for the model INT_AUTO (and not for INT_SYNCH): the
perceived loudness of animal noises (LOUD_ANI; Score_Auto = 0.0289) was an additional
loudness variable selected only for this model. Regarding the interference with specific
tasks during autonomous activities, writing essays (AUTO_WRI; Score_Auto = 0.0295)
and taking exams (AUTO_EXA; Score_Auto = 0.0518) were also selected. It is remarkable
that among 30 variables, the mRMR method (for the model of noise interference with
autonomous activities) did not select any variable specifically linked to synchronous tasks.

Features selected only for the model INT_SYNCH: regarding the interference with
specific tasks during synchronous activities, only losing track of the class (SYNCH_THR;
Score_Synch = 0.1956) was selected. Similar to what happened with the variables se-
lected for the model of autonomous activities, only variables related to synchronous tasks
were selected.

Features selected for the model SAT_ONLINE: variables related to noise interfering
with engaging in both autonomous activities (SYNCH_THR; Score_Satisfaction = 0.0600,
and SYNCH_ATT; Score_Satisfaction = 0.0514) and synchronous activities were selected
(AUTO_EXA; Score_Satisfaction = 0.0507, and AUTO_COM; Score_Satisfaction = 0.0513).
Three more variables were chosen by the mRMR method, the frequency of audio problems
caused by an internet connection (INTER_AUDIO; Score_Satisfaction = −0.0001), the ability
of the students to endure a noisy environment (ENDURE_NOI; Score_Satisfaction = −0.0007),
and the order given to the influence of noise on interfering with students’ engaging in
academic activities (ORDER_IN_2; Score_Satisfaction = 0.0010) from a list of different
environmental conditions (thermal, illumination, etc.).

The inferred mRMR network topologies considering the autonomous (a) and syn-
chronous activities (b) as dependent variables are shown in Figure 5. The coherence of the
variables selected among them and with the dependent variables is remarkable.
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For noise interference with autonomous activities, the noise outside (N_OUTSIDE) is re-
lated only to the perceived loudness of animals (LOUD_ANI) and traffic noise (LOUD_TRA),
while the perceived loudness of voices (LOUD_VOI) and TV/radio/household appliances
(LOUD_TV) is linked to the noise inside (N_INSIDE). There is also an association between
the perceived loudness of animals, voices, and TV/radio/household appliances and be-
tween the perceived loudness of traffic and voices. Taking exams (AUTO_EXA) and writing
essays (AUTO_WRI) are in a separate group; the only links are between them and with the
dependent variable.

Regarding the selection of the input variables for the model of synchronous activities,
similar responses to the noise inside/outside and the interference from the noise sources
can be found (N_OUTSIDE is associated only with LOUD_TRA; N_INSIDE is linked to
LOUD_TV and LOUD_VOI, and LOUD_VOI is linked to LOUD_TRA); the same can
be found with the tasks that are interfered with by noise during synchronous activities
(SYNCH_THR is isolated).

The network topology of Figure 6, for the model of students’ satisfaction, shows that
there is a balance in the autonomous and synchronous activities, as two of each were se-
lected by the mRMR method (SYNCH_THR, SYNCH_ATT, AUTO_COM, and AUTO_EXA).
The audio quality of the internet (INTER_AUDIO), how much the students would endure
noise (ENDURE NOISE), and the order of noise interference with a comparison between
other activities (ORDER IN_2) were in a different group, with links among them (and with
the dependent variable), but without links to the other variables.
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3.3. Boruta Feature-Selection Method

The Boruta feature-selection method was calculated to compare the results with the
ones of the mRMR algorithm. Boruta allows for setting up the p-values and the maximum
number of iterations of the algorithm. The higher number of iterations, the more selective
the algorithm becomes in picking variables. The default p-values (‘p-value’ = 0.01) and
the number of times the algorithm is run (‘maxRuns’ = 100) were used. In the process
of deciding whether a variable has been confirmed as important, some variables may
be classified as ‘Tentative’. To guarantee that the tentative variables are being correctly
excluded, the ‘TentativeRoughFix’ function was used [56].

Figure 7 shows, through box plots, the relative importance of the variables selected
by the Boruta algorithm for the models of students’ satisfaction with the learning method
and the models of the noise interference with the autonomous and synchronous tasks
(after applying the ‘TentativeRoughFix’ function). Blue box plots represent the variables
selected by Boruta as important for the conformation of the model, and orange box plots
are confirmed to be unimportant. The red box plot corresponds to the shadow attributes.
There are three red box plots for the minimum (shadowMin), mean (shadowMean), and
maximum (shadowMax) shadow attributes. The three models selected 27 variables. It is
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remarkable that for the model of satisfaction, the Boruta algorithm excludes variables that
instead were selected by the mRMR method (ORDER_IN_2 and INTER_AUDIO).
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3.4. ANN Models

To train each ANN, the resilient backpropagation algorithm with backtracking was
used. Resilient backpropagation is an adaptive learning algorithm that iteratively modifies
the weights of a neural network to minimize the error, keeping away from the local
minimum and providing faster training than the backpropagation algorithm does [62]. The
backtracking technique updates the weight values, reverting the previous iteration and
adding a small rate to the weight in order to improve the performance of the network [63].

When working with an ANN, it is important to take the necessary measures to avoid
overfitting. Overfitting happens when the learning model is capable of predicting only the
cases used to teach the network but is unable to recognize new input data. To improve
the generalizability of the model, the data can be divided into three sets, one for training
and the other two for validating and testing the data. Another way to reduce overfitting
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is to avoid using hidden layers in excess; in this way, the model will be more flexible and
capable of adapting the activations to the new entries [64,65]. To avoid overfitting, the data
were divided into three sets chosen randomly: learning set (70%), validation set (15%), and
test set (15%). Three artificial neural networks with three layers (1 input, 1 hidden, 1 output)
were built for each dependent variable (SAT_ONLINE, INT_AUTO, and INT_SYNCH).

The root mean square error (RMSE) and the correlation coefficient were calculated to
evaluate the performance of the ANN. The RMSE is normally used to explain how different
the calculated values are from the measured values [66]. The RMSE is not scale invariant,
and therefore its value may be affected by the scale of the data; for this reason, the data were
standardized before calculating the ANN. The correlation coefficient is used to describe the
relationship between two or more parameters on the basis of a straight-line model [67].

Subsequently, the Oldent et al. for the assessment of the relative importance of the
input variables was calculated [68,69].

3.4.1. ANN Model of Students’ Satisfaction with the Online Learning Method

Table 2 shows the three sets of input variables for the models of students’ satisfaction,
listed in descending order of importance (according to the Boruta relative importance,
in Figure 7, and the mRMR scores, in Table 1). Here, 100 ANN models with different
input seeds and 10 iterations were run (for each set of input variables) to obtain the best-
performing ones [47]. The model with the highest mean correlation coefficient calculated
with the train, validation, and test sets was considered the best.

Table 2. Acronyms of the variables selected for the model of students’ satisfaction with the online
learning method using the Boruta (first column) and mRMR (third column) feature-selection methods
listed by descending order of importance (using the Boruta relative importance and the mRMR
scores, respectively). The second column shows a list with the same number of variables selected
by the mRMR method, but it is composed of the first Boruta-selected variables in descending order
of relative importance. The meanings of the acronyms of the variables selected for the models are
shown in Table A1.

Satisfaction Model

Boruta Reduced Boruta mRMR

SYNCH_THR, AUTO_EXA, SYNCH_ATT,
AUTO_WRI, INT_SYNC, SYNCH_TV,

AUTO_COM, AUTO_WOR, INT_AUTO,
AUTO_GRA, SYNCH_ANI, AUTO_ANI,
LOUD_VOI, SYNCH_VOI, SYNCH_ANS,
AUTO_MAT, AUTO_VOI, SYNCH_NOT,

AUTO_TV, SYNCH_MUS, LOUD_TV,
AUTO_MUS, LOUD_MUS, ENDURE_NOI,

N_OUTSIDE, SYNCH_TRA, LOUD_ANI

SYNCH_THR, AUTO_EXA, SYNCH_ATT,
AUTO_WRI, INT_SYNC, SYNCH_TV,

AUTO_COM

SYNCH_THR, SYNCH_ATT, AUTO_COM,
AUTO_EXA, ORDER_IN_2, INT_AUDIO,

ENDURE_NOI

Table 3 shows the correlation coefficients and the RMSE for the train, validation, and
test sets of the best-performing models to predict students’ satisfaction with the online
learning method. The ANN calculated using Boruta-selected variables as predictors have a
stronger mean correlation coefficient (rBoruta = 0.5213) than the other models (Table 3), but
also, the number of predictors is larger: 27 variables of the ANN–Boruta (from a total of
32), in comparison with 7 variables used for the other models (rReducedBoruta = 0.4586 and
rmRMR = 0.4698). No remarkable differences can be found in the correlation coefficients
of the ANN models using mRMR or the set of variables of reduced Boruta. For the three
models, the RMSE is similar for the train and test sets of data; however, for the validation,
the RMSE is significantly lower in the model that used Boruta-selected variables.

The relative importance of the three sets of predictor variables used for the construction
of the ANNs is depicted in Figure 8 (models of students’ satisfaction with the online
teaching method). The reduced Boruta set of input variables (Figure 8b) shows a negative
contribution to the output variable, where the TV sounds’ interference with synchronous
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activities (SYNCH_TV; 32.16%) and the general interference with synchronous activities
(INT_SYNC; 23.89%) are the factors that contribute the most. This negative contribution
is coherent with the order of the possible responses of the Likert scales from low to high
on noise interference. Therefore, high values of these variables may lead to low degrees of
students’ satisfaction with online learning. The relative importance of the set of variables
selected by the mRMR method is shown in Figure 8c. The most important variable of
that model is related to noise’s making the students lose track of the lesson (SYNC THR;
49.28%). The second variable that contributes the most has a positive contribution, which is
in line with the type of answers allowed; the more the students endure noise, the higher
their satisfaction with online learning is (ENDURE_NOI; 17.57%). As happens with linear
models, the relative importance of the ANN built with the input variables selected by the
Boruta method (Figure 8a) is more difficult to interpret, because of the high number of
input variables used.

Table 3. ANN results for the best-performing models (among 100) for students’ satisfaction with the
online teaching method, using the variables selected by Boruta and mRMR, and the set of reduced
Boruta. The table shows the correlation coefficient and the root mean square error (RMSE) for the
train, test, and validation sets.

ANN Model of Students’ Satisfaction with the Online Teaching Method

Train Validation Test Mean

Corr. Coef. RMSE Corr. Coef. RMSE Corr. Coef. RMSE Corr. Coef.

Boruta + ANN 0.5667 0.2019 0.5138 0.2089 0.4834 0.2147 0.5213
Reduced Boruta + ANN 0.4585 0.2192 0.4941 0.2218 0.4169 0.4029 0.4565

mRMR + ANN 0.4698 0.2188 0.4828 0.2268 0.4151 0.3943 0.4559
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Figure 8. Percentage of the relative importance of the predictors of the ANNs on students’ satisfaction,
calculated with the Olden et al. method [61]. The variables selected by Boruta (a), mRMR (c), and the
set of reduced Boruta variables (b) were used as predictors. Values higher than zero mean positive
relative contribution, and those lower than zero mean negative relative contribution.

3.4.2. ANN Model of the Noise Interference with Autonomous Activities

Similar to the procedure followed to calculate the ANNs to predict students’ satisfac-
tion with the online learning method, a reduced Boruta set of variables was chosen in order
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to compare ANN models calculated with the same number of predictors. The three sets of
input variables are listed in descending order of importance, in Table 4. Table 5 shows the
correlation coefficients and the RMSE of the best-performing ANN models to predict noise
interference with autonomous activities.

Table 4. Acronyms of the variables selected for the model of the noise interference with the au-
tonomous activities using the Boruta (first column) and mRMR (third column) feature-selection
methods listed by descending order of importance (using the Boruta relative importance and the
mRMR scores, respectively). The second column shows a list with the same number of variables
selected by the mRMR method, but it is composed of the first Boruta-selected variables. The meanings
of the acronyms of the variables selected for the models are shown in Table A1.

Boruta Reduced Boruta mRMR

N_INSIDE, N_OUTSIDE, LOUD_VOI, LOUD_TV,
LOUD_ANI, LOUD_TRA, LOUD_MUS,
AUTO_WRI, AUTO_EXA, AUTO_WOR,

SYNCH_THR, SYNCH_ATT, AUTO_VOI,
AUTO_COM, AUTO_TV, AUTO_GRA,

AUTO_MAT, SYNCH_NOT, SYNCH_ANS,
SYNCH_TV, SYNCH_VOI, AUTO_MUS,
AUTO_ANI, AUTO_TRA, SYNCH_ANI,

SYNCH_MUS, SYNCH_TRA, INTER_AUDIO

N_INSIDE, N_OUTSIDE, LOUD_VOI,
LOUD_TV, LOUD_ANI, LOUD_TRA,

LOUD_MUS

N_INSIDE, LOUD_VOI, LOUD_TV,
N_OUTSIDE, AUTO_EXA, LOUD_TRA,

AUTO_WRI

Table 5. ANN results for the best-performing models of noise interference with autonomous activities
using the variables selected by Boruta, mRMR, and the set of reduced Boruta. The table shows the
correlation coefficient and the root mean square error (RMSE) for the train, validation, and test sets.

ANN Model of the Noise Interference while Performing Autonomous Academic Activities

Train Validation Test Mean

Corr. Coef. RMSE Corr. Coef. RMSE Corr. Coef. RMSE Corr. Coef.

Boruta + ANN 0.8526 0.1649 0.8562 0.1572 0.8090 0.1766 0.8393
Reduced Boruta + ANN 0.8142 0.1742 0.8479 0.1602 0.7940 0.1823 0.8187

mRMR + ANN 0.8225 0.1753 0.8534 0.1639 0.7908 0.1824 0.8222

The ANN model calculated using Boruta-selected variables as predictors has a slightly
stronger mean correlation coefficient (rBoruta = 0.8393) than the others (rReducedBoruta = 0.8187
and rmRMR = 0.8222) (Table 5) because of the large number of predictors used for building
the model. No remarkable differences can be found in the correlation coefficients of the
ANN models using the mRMR or using the set of variables of reduced Boruta. For the three
models, the RMSE is similar for the train, validation, and test sets of data.

The relative importance of two sets of predictor variables used for the construction of
the ANNs is depicted in Figure 9 (models of the noise interference with the autonomous
activities). The reduced Boruta set of input variables (Figure 9a) shows a positive contri-
bution to the model output, where the general interference of noise coming from inside
the house (N_INSIDE; 33.06%) and the perceived loudness of the TV/radio/household
appliances (LOUD_TV; 20.98%) are the factors that contribute the most. All the variables
contribute positively to the output, which is in coherence with the possible responses and
their order on the Likert scale (e.g., the higher the perceived loudness of the TV, the higher
the degree of interference with engaging in synchronous activities).

The relative importance of the set of variables selected by the mRMR method is shown
in Figure 9b. The most important variable of that model is related to the interference of
noise when engaging in writing activities (AUTO_WRI; 36.11%), followed by interferences
from the inside (N_INSIDE; 19.70%) and outside noise (N_OUTSIDE; 11.76%). Remarkably,
the last variable in order of importance of the ANN built with the reduced Boruta is the first
one in the model built with the variables selected by the mRMR method. As happens with
linear models, the relative importance of the ANN built with the input variables selected
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by the Boruta method is more difficult to interpret because of the high number of input
variables used, and consequently, it was not depicted in Figure 9.
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3.4.3. ANN Model of the Noise Interference with Synchronous Activities

Table 6 shows the input variables in descending order of importance of the best-
performing models of ANN calculated for predicting the noise interference with syn-
chronous activities. Table 7 shows the correlation coefficients and the RMSE for the train,
test, and validation sets of the best-performing models to predict the noise interference
with the synchronous activities.

Table 6. Acronyms of the variables selected for the model of the noise interference with the syn-
chronous activities using the Boruta (first column) and mRMR (third column) feature-selection
methods listed by descending order of importance (using the Boruta relative importance and the
mRMR scores, respectively). The second column shows a list with the same number of variables
selected by the MRMR method, but it is composed of the first Boruta-selected variables. The meanings
of the acronyms of the variables selected for the models are shown in Table A1.

Boruta Reduced Boruta mRMR

N_INSIDE, N_OUTSIDE, LOUD_VOI,
LOUD_TV, LOUD_ANI, LOUD_TRA,

SYNCH_THR, SYNCH_ATT, LOUD_MUS,
AUTO_EXA, SYNCH_NOT, AUTO_WOR,
AUTO_WRI, SYNCH_VOI, AUTO_COM,
SYNCH_ANS, AUTO_MAT, AUTO_TV,

SYNCH_TV, SYNCH_TRA, AUTO_GRA,
AUTO_VOI, SYNCH_ANI, AUTO_TRA,
AUTO_ANI, AUTO_MUS, SYNCH_MUS

N_INSIDE, N_OUTSIDE, LOUD_VOI,
LOUD_TV, LOUD_ANI, LOUD_TRA

N_INSIDE, LOUD_VOI, SYNCH_THR,
LOUD_TV, N_OUTSIDE, LOUD_TRA

Table 7. ANN results for the best-performing models of noise interference with synchronous activities
using the variables selected by Boruta, mRMR, and the set of reduced Boruta. The table shows the
correlation coefficient and the root mean square error (RMSE) for the train, validation, and test sets.

ANN Model of the Noise Interference While Performing Synchronous Academic Activities

Train Validation Test Mean

Corr. Coef. RMSE Corr. Coef. RMSE Corr. Coef. RMSE Corr. Coef.

Boruta + ANN 0.8647 0.1532 0.8790 0.1532 0.8266 0.1685 0.8568
Reduced Boruta + ANN 0.8290 0.1778 0.8543 0.1620 0.8013 0.1800 0.8282

mRMR + ANN 0.8369 0.1670 0.8655 0.1683 0.8131 0.1751 0.8385
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The ANN calculated using Boruta-selected variables as predictors has a mean cor-
relation coefficient (rBoruta = 0.8568) higher than the other models (Table 7), but also the
number of predictors is larger: 27 variables of the ANN–Boruta combination (from a total
of 30), in comparison with 6 variables used for the other models (rReducedBoruta = 0.8282
and rmRMR = 0.8385). As for the previous ANN models, no remarkable differences can be
found in the RMSE and the correlation coefficient of the ANN models using mRMR or the
reduced Boruta set of variables.

Figure 10 shows the relative importance of two sets of predictor variables used for the
construction of the ANNs for the models on the interference of noise with synchronous
activities. Since the interpretation of the contribution of the input variables selected by
Boruta is not so straightforward, because of a large number of predictors, the relative
importance of the ANN input variables was not depicted in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Percentage of the relative importance of the predictors of the ANNs on the noise in-
terference with the synchronous activities calculated with the Olden et al. method [61], using as
predictors the variables selected by mRMR (b) and the set of reduced Boruta variables (a). Values
higher than zero mean a positive relative contribution, and those lower than zero mean a negative
relative contribution.

The reduced Boruta set of input variables (Figure 10a) shows a positive contribution to
the model output: the perceived loudness of the voices was the predictor with the highest
relative importance (LOUD_VOI; 31.19%), followed by the interference with academic
activities caused by the outside noise (N_OUTSIDE; 16.92%). As for the model of noise
interference with autonomous activities, the positive contribution to the output is in line
with the possible responses and their order in the Likert scale. The relative importance of
the set of variables selected by the mRMR method is shown in Figure 10b. The variables
with larger relative importance are related to the perceived loudness of voices and traffic
(LOUD_VOI; 38.13% and LOUD_TRA; 35.36%). The degrees of interference of the noise
outside and inside the home have the lowest percentages in the construction of the model
(N_OUTSIDE; 6.06% and N_OUTSIDE; 6.00%).

4. Discussion

This paper evaluates the effect of the acoustic environment on students’ satisfaction
with the online learning method, using the data provided by the students through an
online survey. The capability of the acoustic environmental factors to predict the students’
satisfaction was evaluated by calculating models of ANN. To avoid redundant or irrelevant
information and to optimize the computational timing, the input variables of the ANNs
were chosen by two feature-selection methods, Boruta and mRMR. Furthermore, two
ANN models were calculated to evaluate factors related to the acoustic environment, in
particular the noise interference with autonomous and synchronous activities, using also
only acoustic variables as predictors. These models allow us to compare the results of
predicting acoustic-related and non-acoustic-related variables only with factors regarding
the home soundscape.
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4.1. Descriptive Statistics

Before calculating the predictive models, descriptive statistics were performed. In
our study, students belonging to the initial and final semesters tend to be more satisfied
with the online teaching method than the others. This is in accordance with the results
of a recent longitudinal study on student satisfaction that was conducted in Germany in
the two semesters of COVID-19 lockdown [70]. The study showed that younger students
tend to feel more satisfied with the study conditions. The authors argue that because
they are enrolled in the lower semesters, they may feel less frustrated, as they have less
experience with the university study conditions and are therefore more satisfied. Strong
motivations (such as when the student has to finish their degree) also lead to higher student
satisfaction [71], probably because the enthusiastic students may see changes from the
pandemic conditions in a positive way [70].

The interference of different sound sources (‘Animals’, ‘Music’, ‘Traffic’, ‘TV/Radio/
Household Appliances’, and ‘Voices’) on the academic activities was analysed according
to the student’s appraisals. Results show that more that 50% of participants consider
that music does not interfere at all in their academic activities. This is related to the
outcomes of different research on listening to music as background noise. For example,
in a recent study conducted by Krause et al., many participants reported listening to
music for emotions/problems and avoidance/disengagement [72], as music produces a
positive mood change and enhances the perception of the work developed [73]. The same
research group carried out a study using data collected in the periods before and during the
COVID-19 lockdown, which showed that listening to music was positively associated with
life satisfaction [74]. It also improves efficiency and productivity when it is reproduced
while conducting repetitive work [75]. When referring to academic implications, research
studies suggest that music improves cognitive and task performance. For example, music
enhances the results of intelligence test [76], has a neutral [77] or positive influence on
reading comprehension [78], and improves the results of a task on a lecture with classical
music as background noise [79]. These results depend, however, on the type of music
played and the preferences [80] and implications of the listeners [81]. All this research led
to the conclusion that (because normally the students themselves decide when and what
kind of music to listen to) music can be seen as a “wanted sound” [82], and it is hardly
considered a background disturbance.

According to the distribution of the student’s appraisals, it may seem that noise does
not excessively affect their engagement in academic activities. However, it is necessary to as-
sess these data from another perspective; for instance, research dealing with environmental
noise has led to the conclusion that people who report being highly annoyed by traffic noise
may present health-related problems [83,84]. In this regard, the International Committee
for the Biological Effects of Noise (ICBEN) team, Community Response to Noise [85,86],
established that scores on traffic noise annoyance ≥ 4 on a 5-point Likert scale may be
considered problematic, which has led to numerous studies on the topic [87]. If we follow
a similar criterion and evaluate our results according to the students who report that noise
interferes highly in their academic activities (scores≥ 4), we can see that voice noises highly
interfere with engaging in synchronous activities for 29% of students, and animal noises
do so for 21.4% (Table 8). During the period in which the surveys were conducted, there
were restrictions on the circulation of vehicles, so possibly in different periods, interference
from traffic noise will be larger [88], especially given that outdoor noise levels in Quito
with normal traffic conditions are very high [89]. Subsequently, there is a percentage of
students highly affected by different noise sources that we should not underestimate.
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Table 8. Percentage of students who report that noise highly interferes with their engaging in
autonomous and synchronous activities (scores of ≥4).

Synchronous Autonomous

Scores > 3 Scores > 3

SYNCH_TRA 15.54% AUTO_TRA 14.86%
SYNCH_VOI 28.99% AUTO_VOI 24.63%
SYNCH_TV 16.11% AUTO_TV 15.70%

SYNCH_MUS 11.99% AUTO_MUS 12.19%
SYNCH_ANI 21.44% AUTO_ANI 19.58%

4.2. Feature-Selection Methods

Upon an analysis of the feature-selection methods used, although the Boruta method
offers better results in the ANN, it selects an excessive number of variables and entails a
longer calculation time compared with the mRMR method, whose results are immediate
(e.g., for the satisfaction model, tmRMR = 0.000 s and tBoruta = 120.325 s, calculated with an
Intel Core i7-9750H processor, CPU 2.60 GHz, 6 main processors, 12 virtual processors).
Furthermore, the mRMR method in R shows us the inferred network topology, which
facilitates the evaluation of the existing relationships between the selected variables in a
very intuitive way (a great advantage when interpreting our model).

Features selected for the student‘s satisfaction model: variables related to noise in-
terfering with comprehensive reading (AUTO_COM) and taking exams (AUTO_EXA;
Score_Satisfaction = 0.0507) and the frequency of noises that make them lose attention
(SYNCH_ATT; Score_Satisfaction = 0.0514) or lose track of the classes (SYNCH_THR;
Score_Satisfaction = 0.0600) are factors selected by both the Boruta and mRMR methods, so
their importance in students’ satisfaction is remarkable.

Features selected for the models of the noise interference with autonomous and
synchronous activities:

(1) Noises coming from the interior (N_INSIDE; Score_Auto = 0.3398, Score_Synch = 0.3906)
and the exterior (N_OUTSIDE; Score_Auto = 0.1791, Score_Synch = 0.1685) of the houses
are factors that play fundamental roles in noise interference prediction (in synchronous and
autonomous activities), as they were selected by both algorithms. The relevance of outside
noise may be caused by the poor acoustic insulation of the houses, an aspect pointed out
in a previous study conducted by our research group [89]. This study highlights that the
acoustic insulation of traditional constructive systems of Quito can be around 6 dB less
than the Spanish ones, which may explain that the N_OUTSIDE factor was selected by all
the feature-selection methods and for all the predictive models calculated.

(2) According to the variables selected for the model autonomous academic activi-
ties, it seems that the tasks that are most affected by noise are writing reports or essays
(AUTO_WRI; Score_Auto = 0.0295) and taking exams (AUTO_EXA; Score_Auto = 0.0518).
For the synchronous activities, however, the frequency of losing track of the class
(SYNCH_THR; Score_Synch = 0.1956), although selected only by the mRMR method,
plays an important role in the conformation of the model and also affects the degree of
satisfaction with the online learning modality.

(3) The variables on the perceived loudness of the noise sources (e.g., LOUD_VOI,
LOUD_TRA, etc.) are more relevant than the ones related to the specific interference of the
noise sources (AUTO_VOI, AUTO_TRA, SYNCH_ANI, etc.), since the loudness of each
noise source was selected at least by one feature-selection method (referring to red Boruta
and mRMR), while no variable on the interference of the noise sources was selected.

4.3. Artificial Neural Network Models

Figure 11 shows predicted versus actual values of the ANNs under study for the
training data set. When comparing ANN models built with the same number of variables
(using red Boruta and mRMR as predictors), it can be appreciated that although the
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performance of the models is similar, the ones built with the predictors selected by mRMR
were slightly better for the three models, according to the outcomes of the training set.
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The apparently low correlation coefficient between the predicted and measured variables
obtained for the ANN model of students’ satisfaction (rBoruta = 0.567, rReducedBoruta = 0.459, and
rmRMR = 0.470 for the training data set) is related to the type of predictors used (Figure 11).
The information provided by the input variables was only about the perceived acoustic
environment, and therefore, other aspects that could affect students’ satisfaction (e.g., inter-
action with other students or with the teaching staff [90], quality of the e-contents [91], tools
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used for learning/teaching [92], etc.) were not considered. Another factor that influences
the performance of the model is the type of variables used, as explanatory and target
variables were ordinal. This fact makes more difficult obtaining a good fit in comparison
with models built with numerical predictors.

The correlation coefficients are higher for the models of noise interference with aca-
demic activities (than for the models of students’ satisfaction), as both the predictors and
the independent variables were related to the acoustic environment. However, these corre-
lation coefficients are not as near 1 as expected, probably because there are other factors
that may affect the noise perception, as pointed out in different studies related to noise
perception (e.g., audiovisual interaction [93,94], listeners’ activity [95], dynamics of the
places [96], etc.).

The relative importance of the variables was calculated using the Olden et al. method.
Because neural networks are considered black boxes, this method sheds some light when
interpreting specific models of neural networks and the role of the variables in their
conformation. However, because each model initially uses random weights (which can
be controlled by setting a seed), the interpretation of the results may not agree with the
expected influence of the input variables on the independent variable (in direction and
weight). This happens because the objective of the ANN is to obtain the most adjusted
results possible, without taking into account the behaviour of the variables. Nevertheless,
in our case (except for the relative importance of the models that used the Boruta method
with all the selected variables), the relative importance of the models was coherent in the
direction of the variables, with expected results.

For the models of students’ satisfaction, the noise that makes them lose track of the
class (SYNCH_THR) is among the four most important variables in all models, which
highlights the importance of this variable in students’ satisfaction. Regarding the noise in-
terference with autonomous activities, the noise coming from inside the house (N_INSIDE)
is one of the two variables most important when the input variables are calculated with the
mRMR and red Boruta. For the model of the noise interference with synchronous activities,
the perceived loudness of voices (LOUD_VOI) is the aspect with higher relative importance
when using the input variables calculated with the previously mentioned methods, because
voices probably interfere with listening to synchronous lessons.

There are other methods that allow the interpretation of the network, although some-
times it is not easy to extract general conclusions from them. For example, Figure 12 shows
a diagram of the ANN model for noise interference with synchronous activities, using as
input data the set of variables selected by the mRMR method. The black lines represent
positive weights and the grey ones negative. Line thickness is the relative weight with
respect to the other variables. The hidden layer is labelled from H1 to H10, according
to the number of neurons. However, even if we had included the value of the weights,
it would have been difficult to interpret the role of each explanatory variable in all the
models’ outcomes.

The Lek profile method is another procedure to evaluate the outcomes according to the
changes of the explanatory variables. It studies each input variable and the response when
the other input variables are lock at certain fixed values [97]. The outcomes can be repre-
sented at a certain number of equal intervals. For example, Figure 13 represents the profile
method applied to the previous model. The variables were kept constant at the quantiles
of the target. However, the explanation of the graphic is not so straightforward, because
the response variable, as it is represented, is not directly linked to the different categories
of the explanatory variables. However, this method provides a lot of information on the
link between the explanatory variables and the outcomes of the ANN. We can see that the
higher the values of the variables LOUD_TRA, LOUD_TV, LOUD_VOI, and SYNCH_THR,
the higher the values of the response variable, which is in line with the results of the relative
importance of the variables. For N_INSIDE and N_OUTSIDE, however, the trend is not so
clear, although there is a slight growth comparing the minimum and maximum values of
the explanatory variables for some of the quantiles of the predicted variable.
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4.4. Limitations of the Study

The current study presents some limitations that we highlight: (1) The sample of our
study is based on university students from the Universidad de Las Américas, a private
university, and was conducted during the COVID-19 lockdown, aspects that limit the
study’s generalizability. (2) We used ordinal variables, expressed through numbers for the
different categories. The numerals showed the order of the categories, but they do not
necessary indicate equal intervals between them. For example, if the response items include
‘4′ = “neither satisfied nor unsatisfied,” ‘3′ = “Slightly unsatisfied,”, ‘2′ = “moderately
unsatisfied”, or ‘1′ = “very unsatisfied”, we cannot assume that the increment in satisfaction
from ‘1′ to ‘2′ is the same as the increment in satisfaction from ‘3′ to ‘4′ [98], and therefore,
this can lead to misinterpretations of the data. (3) The objective of the study was to
evaluate the influence of the study on students’ satisfaction with the online learning
modality. However, this objective itself is a limitation of the study, which we knew from the
beginning was going to condition the results, in that many other aspects that can influence
the students’ satisfaction have not been considered.

5. Conclusions

Sound is the basic element thanks to which students can communicate both with the
teaching staff and with their classmates, but it can also be distracting. Despite the crucial
role that it plays in learning, only a few studies have been commissioned to evaluate the
effects of the acoustic environment on online teaching. In this study, how sound affects the
degree of student satisfaction with online education, together with the noise interferences
on different tasks, was evaluated.

To predict the degree of students’ satisfaction with the online learning method, ANNs
were used with different predictor variables obtained through feature-selection meth-
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ods. These models resulted in correlation coefficients (of the train set) between 0.567
(RMSE = 0.202) for Boruta and 0.459 (RMSE = 0.219) for red Boruta, depending on the
number of predictor variables (27 and 7, respectively). Although it may seem that these
are low correlation values, we must take into account that only variables related to the
perceived acoustic environment were considered and that all the variables were ordinal.
Therefore, they are very promising results that lay the foundations for future research
on the acoustic environment in which students are immersed and its relationship with
student satisfaction (applying or improving the applied methods used in the present study).
However, more research is needed in order to consider, for example, other aspects of the
environment in which students engage in their tasks (e.g., comfort of the furniture, thermal
or illumination conditions, etc.). In this case, using the Boruta model leads to a better result;
however, the interpretation of the variables within the network is not straightforward.

Additionally, the potential of artificial neural network models to predict noise inter-
ference with autonomous and synchronous activities was also evaluated. These models
showed better performance (which is logical given that the variables to be predicted were
related to the acoustic environment). For the interference of noise in autonomous activities,
the mean correlation coefficients of the models oscillated between 0.853 (RMSE = 0.165,
27 variables) and 0.814 (RMSE = 0.174, 8 variables), and for the models of synchronous
activities, between 0.865 (RMSE = 0.153, 27 variables) and 0.829 (RMSE = 0.178, 6 variables).
Therefore, we believe that neural networks have good potential for predicting the degree of
noise interference with synchronous and autonomous activities and that feature-selection
methods are of great help to promote better performance for prediction models. For these
models, although the performance of the ANN calculated with Boruta was slightly higher,
we consider that the network built with the input variables selected by the mRMR method
led to a more efficient model, with less risk of overfitting.

According to the results, those considered relevant by both feature-selection models
for the model of students’ satisfaction were the noises interfering with comprehensive
reading and taking exams and the frequency of noises that make students lose the attention
or lose track of the classes.

The loudness of the TV/radio/home appliances, traffic, and voices were the other
important predictors of noise interference on autonomous and asynchronous activities,
together with the general noises coming from inside and outside of homes.

The combination of Boruta and mRMR feature-selection methods has led to interesting
results, especially in the selection of common variables and, after building the ANNs
models, in the relative importance of the variables. However, given the different aspects of
the performance of the model (calculation time, risk of overfitting, etc.), the models built
with the features selected by the mRMR are more efficient and easier to interpret.

This study’s results represent the first step for the development of a methodology that
allows for studying the effects of the acoustic environment on the degree of the students’
satisfaction with the online learning methods. As sounds may act as distractors of the
student’s attention, working to obtain a favourable acoustic environment (e.g., without
unexpected acoustic events, excessive reverberation, or background noise and without
audio problems owing to internet speed or network quality) may guarantee the correct
transmission of the message from the sender to the receiver and increase students’ satisfac-
tion with the online learning modality. Consequently, it should be advisable to promote
awareness campaigns on noise problems and inform people of measures that students and
their families could take to reduce these levels inside homes.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Questions on the students’ acoustic environment at home and the students’ satisfaction
with the online learning modality used for the present study.

Questions Measurement Scale

1. In the last month, how satisfied have you felt with the online
learning method? (SAT_ONLINE)

Very Unsatisfied (1), Very Satisfied (7)

2. In the last month, how loud have the following types of sounds
been during your academic activities (in general)?

• Animals (LOUD_ANI)
• Music (LOUD_MUS)
• Traffic (LOUD_TRA)
• TV/Radio/Household appliances (LOUD_TV)
• Voices (LOUD_VOI)

I did not hear them (0), Very low (1), Neither high nor low (3), Very
high (5)

3. In the last month, how much have the following types of sounds
interfered with synchronous lessons?

• Animals (SYNCH_ANI)
• Music (SYNCH_MUS)
• Traffic (SYNCH_TRA)
• TV/Radio/Household appliances (SYNCH_TV)
• Voices (SYNCH_VOI)

I did not hear them (0), They did not interfere (1), Extremely (5)

4. In the last month, how much have the following types of sounds
interfered with your autonomous tasks?

• Animals (AUTO_ANI)
• Music (AUTO_MUS)
• Traffic (AUTO_TRA)
• TV/Radio/Household appliances (AUTO_TV)
• Voices (AUTO_VOI)

I did not hear them (0), They did not interfere (1), Extremely (5)

5. In this last month, how often did the sounds of your home
environment during synchronous lessons ...?

• Make you lose your attention? (SYNCH_ATT)
• Cause you to not hear clearly? (SYNCH_NOT)
• Make you lose the thread of the class? (SYNCH_THR)
• Prevent you from answering the questions in time?

(SYNCH_ANS)

Never (1), Very often (5)
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Table A1. Cont.

Questions Measurement Scale

6. In the last month, how much have the sounds of your domestic
environment interfered with the following autonomous tasks?

• Problem-solving (AUTO_MAT)
• Working in groups (AUTO_WOR)
• Comprehensive reading (AUTO_COM)
• Writing (AUTO_WRI)
• Making graphs/diagrams/drawings/models

(AUTO_GRA)
• Exam (practical-theoretical) (AUTO_EXA) *

They did not interfere (1), Extremely (5)

7. In the past month, to what extent has the noise bothered you in
your academic activities?

• Coming from inside your home? (N_INSIDE)
• Coming from outside your home? (N_OUTSIDE)

They did not interfere (1), Extremely (5)

8. In the last month, how much have the sounds of your domestic
environment interfered?

• In your synchronous lessons? (INT_SYNCH)
• In your autonomous tasks? (INT_AUTO)

They did not interfere (1), Extremely (5)

9. In the past month, how often have you experienced noise
connection problems attributable to your internet provider?
(INTER_AUDIO)

Never (1), Very often (5)

10. How long would I be able to endure a noisy environment?
(ENDURE_NOI)

Just a little (1), A lot (5)

11. Order the following factors according to the degree of interference
with their academic performance in the last month, the first being
the one that has interfered the most. Order of each variable:

• Comfort of your home environment (ORDER_IN_1)
• Acoustic environment (ORDER_IN_2)
• Thermal environment (ORDER_IN_3)
• Internet service quality (ORDER_IN_4)
• Stress (ORDER_IN_5)

* Taking exams was classified as an autonomous activity because although there may be interaction with the
teacher, they did not actively participate in the development of the exams.
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